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RESUMO: Este artigo é dedicado a uma análise da figura do eu-lírico e dos vários motivos 

usados nos ciclos de poemas urbanos do simbolista russo Valeii Briusov. A fascinação de 

Briusov com temas urbanos relaciona-se com seu interesse pela poesia do francés Charles 

Baudelaire e do belga Emile Verharen, que Ihe providenciaram exemplos, respectivamente, 

do eu-lírico moderno e do uso do tema da modernidade na poesia simbolista. No entanto, 

a poesia de Briusov se distingue daquela de Baudelaire pela presença mais marcante, explícita 

emoderna de um conjunto de imagens estritamente relacionadas ao ambiente da cidade; sua 

poesia também se distingue da de Verhaeren pela criação de um eu-lírico consideravelmente 

mais variado, complexo e dotado do olhar inerente à modernidade. Ainda que Briusov tenha 

Sido influenciado por esses poetas na criação de seus poemas urbanos, é evidente que seus 

poemas revelam traços característicos da concepção estética - e, pode-se dizer também, ética 

-de seu autor, figura singular na formação do movimento simbolista na Rússia. Assim sendo, 

este artigo também propõe uma forma de integração de um gênero especial da poesia de 

Briusov no contexto de sua criação lírica em geral. 

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Simbolismo russo, modernidade, poesia urbana. 

In a March 1899 letter to Ivan Bunin (1870-1953), Valerii Briusov (1873- 

1924) wrote: 

BbI He JIIO6HTe ropojckon BecHbl, a MoHM pasuyMbAM OHa OJIMKe, veM 

pASb B AepeBHe H roJIbie cyyba 
o6ecHe*eHHOrO JIeca. Mbl MUiO HaOJIIOUaem 
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ropo4, Mbl B HeM TOJIbKO *HBeM H no4eMy-TO Ha3bI BaeM InpHpojOH TOJIbKO 

AOpOKKH B cany, cHOBHO He upupona kaMHH TpOTyapoB, y3KHe NaiH yJIHU H 

CBeTIOe HeQo c ouepTaHbAMH KpbIlIl. (LITERATURNOE NASLEDSTVO, 1973. 

p. 441; also quoted in GROSSMAN, 1985, pp. 208-9) 

Primarily in two cycles of poems published in the volumes Tertia Vigilia 

(1900) and Urbi et Orbi (1903), as well as in individual poems throughout his 

career, Briusov manifested his fascination with urban life and modernity, 

tollowing the themes explored by two authors who exerted major intluence on 

his work, the Frenchman Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867) and the Belgian 

Emile Verhaeren (1855-1916). Although he was not the first to turn the city 

into a subject for poetry in Russia (Nikolai Nekrasov most notably had done 

so before him), Briusov developed a specific image of the modern city that was 

unprecedented in Russian poetry. Furthermore, Briusov may very well have 

been responsible for the introduction of the theme of the flâneur in Russian 

poetry. In Briusov's poems the"urban sights and sounds are refracted through 
the sensibility of a brooding, whimsical stroller who prefers night to day" 

(GROSSMAN, 1985, p. 240). In the creation of this strolling lyric self, Briusov 

shows his indebtedness to Baudelaire, whose persona of the flâneur became a 

marker of the advent of modernity in Western Europe. 

To what extent, however, should Briusov's flárneur be seen as just a rip-off 

of Baudelaire's character? To what extent does he develop a distinct lyric self 

that takes a different direction in the exploration of the city, and in a way 

reveals surprising facets of the flåneur that even Baudelaire had not explored? 
If, as so many critics and readers of his work tend to believe, Briusov "seemingly 

developed no truly distinctive voice to ring in the ears ofgenerations of readers 

(GROSSMAN, 1985, p. 12), then how important in fact is his development of 

"You don't love the spring in the city, but it is closer to my thoughts than the dirt on trees and the 

naked boughs of the forest after the snow has melted. We do not observe the city much, we only 

live in it and for some reason call nature only the little pathway in the garden, as if the stones in 

the sidewalk, the wide expanses of streets and the bright sky with the outline of the roofs were not 

2 

nature." All translations are mine, except where indicated. 
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urban themes in these cycles? One is reminded of lurii Tynianov's description of Briusov's poetry: 

EcJiH MbI OCTaHOBHMCA Ha Bonpoce, yTO HOBOro, YTo CBOEoopa3HoroB bprocoBe kak JinTepaTypHOM ABJIEHHA, HaM BOBce He BCIIOMHHTCA OAHa kakas- JIHOO BElb, OJHa kakas-JlHP0 10 KOHLJa xapaKrepHaa UIA Hero ocoóeHHOCTb, eMy oAHOMy CBOHCTBEHHblM 06opOT CTHxa, HHTOHaLUAA, C HMM Hepa3pblBHO CBA3aHHa. (TYNIANOV, 1967, p. 522) 

Is Briusov really a poet whose main characteristic is being stylistically unremarkable? 

The first aim of the present article is to demonstrate why the answer to the 
question above might be "no". We shall turn to Briusov's urban cycles, which 
are arguably his most important poetic works if taken as a whole, in which the
lyric self is in fact one of the most memorable of the many distinctive voices 
that Briusov cultivated throughout his career. We shall start by emphasizing the common roots of Briusov's and Baudelaire's flâneurs, as well as the influence 
of Verhaeren's poetry on these cycles in particular. However, we also intend to 
show that the city depicted in these poems is essentially different from the 
Paris of Baudelaire and the cities in Verhaeren's poems: if anything, Briusov's 
merit lies in the creation of an imagery of the city that is at once more modern 

and explicit than Baudelaire's, and of a lyric self at once more memorable and 

modern than Verhaeren's. Briusov may be said therefore to have delfined the 

igure of the flâneur as a phenomenon of modernity in ways that had not 

Occurred before (pace Nekrasov's advocates) in Russian poetry and literature. 

Baudelaire's influence on Briusov was arguably among the most important 

in the formation of his poetic persona. As Wanner writes, "Unlike Balmont, 

Bryusov always had a keen interest in French literature, starting in his youth, 

so that in 1895 "Baudelaire was the most prominent member in Bryusov's 

Ifwe focus on the matter of what is new, what is peculiar in Briusov as a literary event, we are 

not reminded in general of anything, of any special feature characteristic of Briusov, of any poetic 

Turn of phrase inherent to him, of any intonation indelibly associated with him." 
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poetical pantheon. together with Verlaine and Tyutchev (WANNER, 1996. 

p. 821. However. Wanner does not assign the urhan poetics of Briusow to 

explicith Baudelairean trend: instead. he regards the "cult of death" and 

morbid eroticism" as well as the "view of woman as a demonic temptress" 

and the representation of lovemaking as a form of sadomasochist torture" 

(WANNER. 1996, p. 83) as the specific traits of Baudelaire's aesthetics that left 

ther mark in Briusov Indeed Ravdclairc's influcnce was manifested as early as 

n the poems Briusov wrote in his youth. published in 1894 and 1895 in the 

threc volumes of Russkie simvolisty: Somc of the poems are clearly inspired by 

the "demonic strain of poctry that infected Symbolist pocts all over the world. 

and which can be ascTibed dircctly to Baudclairc's intluence as pointed out by 

Wanner. However. it is known that Briusov. also acknowledged the importance 

of Baudelaire in creating poctry of specifically urban character; in his notes to 

Frantsuszkic liriki XIX eka, published in 1909, he wrote: "Baudelaire was one 

of the first to create the poctry of the modern city, the poetry of modern life. 

its trivialities, its hortor, its mystcry" (BRIUSOV, 1913-14, v. 21. pp. 25354 

quoted in translation in WANNIER, 1990, p. 88). 

The year 1895 also saw thhe composition of one of Briusovs most fammous 

pocms "T vorchest vo' published in the third volume ot Russkie irevolisty. This 

pocm may show signs of the intlucnee of Bausielaire's urban puetry: the 

ambicnt of tie city makes itself present in the sdesuription of the lyri seif's 

iouse (uspued by ubyects an BriuMN'sFeal house at the titie). The domesic 

space bugeesls diltereut worlds and images lo the pokt, signalung the asociativa 

bet wec pucli csealion and ity lite thai woulkd te so sharply manitested in 

ruso b&ycien truin lalci veal. Sec, lte H st tsa stailt4a teuii ths pucii 
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IlonycoHHO YepTAT 3BYKH 
B 3BOHKO-3ByHON THHe." (BRIUSOV, 1961, p. 70) 

As Grossman writes, "A decade later, Khodasevich cited this poem as a prime example of creation of a fantasy-world from the everyday environment (GROSSMAN, 1985, p. 44). In his memoir of Briusov, Khodasevich would praise, not without some irony, the pungency contained in his early poetry, in All that tropical fantasy on the banks of the Yauza, the trans-evaluation of all values - in the Sretenka district of Moscow" (KHODASEVICH, 1980, 150). Nowhere is this "trans-evaluation of all values" manifested more sharply than in this poem, in which from the leaves of a domestic palm tree by the wall of 
the poet's apartment the "shadow of uncreated creations" manifests itself, 
transforming those same leaves into "violet hands" which, in a synesthesia typical of the early excesses of Decadence and Symbolism. "sketeh sounds/In 
aringing-sonorous silence". Later in the poem,Briusovinserts two contradictory 
images associated to the moon: first, "prozrachnye kioski" grow "Pri lazarevoi 
lune, only to be followed by the lines "Vskhodit mesiats obnazhennyi/Pri 
lazarevoi lune..." (BRIUSOV, 1961, p. 70). According to Briusov's wife, this 
azure moon was a large lamp outside a circus located across the street from 
Briusov's house on Tsvetnoi bul'var in Moscow (BRIUSOV, 196l, p. 718). The 
reserence to multiple sources of light - that is, to an artilicial light mirroring 
the moonlight - can also be read as an evocation of the following lines trom 

Baudelaire's poem "Paysage", the first in the cycle "Tableaux Parisiens" in Les 
Heurs du Mal: 

ll est doux, à travers les brumes, de voir nåitre 

L'étoile dans l'azur, la lampe à lu fenêtre, 
Les fleuves de charbon monter au firmament 

Et la lune verser son påle enchantement. (BAUDElLAIRE, 1996, p. 115; my emphasis 

C.d.O.) 

The shvadow of unreated reations/lutcs during sleep/t ike the blauke of paln1 trees/On the 

Cnaneled wall.//Violet hands/On the enauei wall/ lalí asleep sketeh sounds/ln a ringing sonorous 

bilence." 
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nterestingly enough, this same povem. besicdes introlicing the cvele on 

P'aris, 1 dedicated to desu ribing the act of roetical creation. the same subject of 

BriUsN poem, as well as a constant theme in his later output. Paysage begins 

with the lines "e veux, out composeT chastement mes églogues./(oucher 

8upres du ciel. comme les astrologues" (1hid. p. 115) and much of it consists 

o1 a praisC of the writer's powet to create poetry out of the elements of everyday 

life in Paris, culminating with the capacity to tirer un soleil de mon coeur, et 

de faire/TDe mes pensers brúlants unc tiède atmosphère (id.. p. 116). The 

poct capacity to crcate a "tepid atmosphere" out of his "burning thoughts". 

although thin expresion contains somcthing of an anticlimax - is mirrored. in 

Tvorchestvo, by thc way the domestic space reproduces and is inhabited by 

the poct s dreams, 11z. in the last stanza 

T an Co3/nanmx coAanM 
J1aCKOH JACTATCH KO MuC. 
1peneuueT TCnD a1anmi 

Ha Mancuon crcnc. (BRIUSOV, 19%1. p. 70) 

The "shadow" (1en') of the uncreated creations in the first stanza becomev 

the "seerets" (tainy) of the creations that are finally fulfilled in the last vtana 

(in the poem as a finisthed work). These sevrets arc indiretly compared again 

to the quivering shadow of the palm tuee on the wall, so that the poeti 
CFealion, carliei a pure produt of the unonsui0us detivity of the mind (ce 

the first slanya "kolykhactsia vo sunc), once materialitel, is retlected in the 

sladow on tie wall 
ln tus pacm, n Briusovs desription uf muliple events taking ple 

almost sultancously and blendng n the ly selt s at ot creation, therei 

an clemcil sinilar u whai Benjaimin alls the olprtag phenouienoa ot 

space": "Thanks to this plhenoenon, everything potentially taking place n 

tic riairled wall 

14 
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this one single room is perceived simultaneously" (BENJAMIN, 1999, p. 418). This phenomenon is suggestive of an ethical aesthetic dimension to Briusovvs 
poctry: to him. poctry is made up of insights into the universe caught through the window of the poct s soul at moments when the soul's nonrational powers were at their pcak (GROSSMAN, 1985, p. 16). It is the role of the artist, 
therefore. to establish a connecton betwcen reality and the poet's inner soul, or 
art itsclf, which to him ultimatcly amount to one and the same thing. 

In a sociological analysis which is yct useful to the present argument. Walter Benjamin would associate the creation of a private space inherent to 

modernity with thc rise of a correspondent "phantasmagoria of the interior" 
in the 1935 cxposé to his unfinished Arcades Project: 

For the private individual, the place of dwelling is for the first time opposed 
to the place of work. The former constitutes itself as the interior....The private 
individual, who in the office has to deal with reality, needs the domestic interor 
to sustain him in his illusions...In the formation of his private environment, 

both commercial and social considerations] are kept out. From this arise the 

phantasmagorias of the interior - which, for the private man, represents 

the universe. In the interior, he brings together the far away and the long agu. His 

living room is a box in the theater of the world. (BENJAMIN, 1999, pp. 8 

Nowhere is the notion of the interior space as a place where other times 

and spaces converge expressed more clearly as in "My k iarkim kraskam ne 

privykli...' one of the poems of the cyele "V stenakh" published in Tertiu 

Vigilia (covering the years 1897-1901). The last two lines ot the poem go a* 

iollows:"MonópanLH-cCBepHtae B.a.LKu,/Mue speMa sHHii vs speuetHa 
BRIUSOV, 1961, p. 135). This is a likely retercace to the carly years of the 

DLCLCe ol an organnzed state in niedieval Rus, whea s styRasty desu.ended 

Lalied ninply "Gud 
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Irom the Varangians (a Viking group) ruled over Novgorod and neighboring 

TCgions. However, all this yearning for past timcs and places takes place, not in 

aplace where such an evocation of history would be most cxpected, but rather 

1n the lyTIC self's own home, as the second stanza (out of three) shows: 

MbI biuIM KOMHaTHOO 11blJIbIO, 

KHBeM Cpen KapTHH H KHuT, 

1 aopor Hauuemy 6eccHJIbKo 

OTAeTbHblii CTHx. OTAeJbHbii MHr* (l6bid., p. 135) 

The lyric self then experiences the yearning for other worlds as a result of 

his weakness or limitations. "As artist he shares, perhaps more than he wishes, 

the spiritual limitations of his breed and his time. For him walls are not always 

barriers. They can also be shelter from immensity, from the glare of infinity, 

and as such, they inspire affection" (GROSSMAN, 1985, p. 210). At the same 

time that they provide shelter from the outer world, as the stanza above shows, 

they also provide the means for the lyric self's own overcoming of his 

weaknesses, by enclosing in them the books and images that he needs in order 

to create his own parallel worlds. 

The walls in the name of the cycle do not enclose only private spaces, but 

public ones as well. Eg., in the poem "la liubliu bol'shie donma..." the second 

stanza goes as follows: 

TIpocrpaHCTBa 1o6JuO UOmaueii, 

CrewaMM KpyroM O1paxueHnse, 

B yac, Ko JAa eue ner donapei, 
A 3areIHJIMCL 31esA CMyiiieHnie." (BRIUSOV, 1961,p. 132) 

"We breathe the dust from tlhe room/We live anong paintings and books/And the separate element, the separate moment/ls dear to our powerlessness." 
"I love the space of squases,/Guarded all aound by walls - IAt the hour, when there are no 

streetlights yet,/But the embarrassed stars already began to glow" 

9 
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The squares mentioned in this stanza play the role of a liminal space, belonging at once to the lyric self's intimate world and to the public space of the city. The liminal character is further reinforced by the time of the day, after 
sunset but before the street lamps are turned on. In this enclosed darkness, faintly lit by the glow of the stars, the poet conceals his own songs, and yet experiences a mysterious harmony or consonance with the city noises: 

TopoA H kaMHH nK06JI10, 

TpoxoT ero H uyMbl IIeByYHe, 
B MHr, Koria necHHO IIyõoKO Tao, 
Ho B BOCTopre cilbiuy co3By4H.° (Ibid., p. 133) 

This harmony seized upon by the lyric self is expressed in the poem by the 
rhyme pevuchie/sozvuchiia, which emphasizes the ambiguous, nebulous 
character of the sounds coming from the street. This is not the first rhyme in 
the poem that suggests a certain ambiguous and mysterious harmony bringing 
various elements together; one of the pairs in the first stanza of the poem, 
goroda/kholodom, likewise does not match perfectly. However, whereas in the 
first pair of rhymes there is something akin to a subdued sound (-om) following 
an ascending sound (the ending in -a), in the last stanza the last word sounds 

more affirmative than the first word in the pair: to the ending -chie, with the two 

vowels showing relatively little contrast, follows the ending -chia, with the rising 

diphthong -ia. 
Grossman (1985, p. 211) in fact does not translate "sozvuchiia" as 

"harmony but rather as "rhyme, emphasizing the theme of poetic creation of 

this poem. Reading the word as "rhyme" creates an interesting contrast between 

he formal aspect of the rhyming pair and the semantic aspect of the word, 

Stressing at the same time the irrational power of creation, which generates a 

not so evident rhyme even when the lyric self voluntarily "conceals" his song 

deep in his soul. 

1ove the city and the stones,/its din and the singing murmurs -/At the monment when I hide 

deep the song/But, enraptured, I hear the harmony.

10 
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Notealso how the three stanzas that constitute the poem form a 

progressOn towards ever smaller units of time: the first stanza has the 

CApression "V dni" whereas the second has "V chas" and the third has "V mig" 

On the other hand. in terms of space the poem presents a Success1on of 

ontrasting dimensions, c reating a kind of asymmetric picture of the city: in 

the first stanza. the pairs "bol shie doma and uzkie ulitsy are opposed; in the 

second stanza. the pairs "prostranstva ploshchadei and prostranstva krugom 

ograzhdennyic stenami. that is, the maximally open spaces of the squares and 

the enclosed spaces of rooms in houses. In the third stanza, the contrast is the 

most cxtreme within the confines of the city: the lyric self loves the city and 

the stoncs of which it is madc, he loves both its loud noises and its singing 

murmurs. Altogcthcr this pocm presents a fleeting, highly aestheticized and 

concise image of the city by means of a small number of poetic images. 

The personality of Briusov's fláncur is exposed with particular sharpness 

in the foliowing untitled poem from this cycle: 

Jlo6o BeuepHnn CBC1, H nepBue orun,. 

Hebo 6IeAHOC, IAe wesa eute ne Buno. 

Kar cipaHCH B3Op IOacii B MeUIHTCabHoin TeHn, 

MM Ha McHs 1 IMIE He cipauno n ne cTuno. 

Mc oALMH KaK 6par, » Bcë upouao uM, 
TIeualidM, BAyM4HBLAM, M,AYuuM B THxoi eMene, 

Sa 10, 41o BMCCTe MLd Ha Ipai CHOB CKO:LstM, 

upsacHA ICHH" (BRIUSOV, I961, p. 135) 

On the emergence of public lighting on the streets of Paris under Napoleon 
I11, Benjamin writes in "le Paris du second empire chez Baucdelaire" the 

i ove the eveiiny lugtat. alud ttc tu ues/Ad the pale sky, wliste stils aiK yet nat sea./ttow 
sange tir glase ul popk u dic slugeiati stiaskm / lo thxia i is isikher Say or shunieui t 

bauttirs to ppks. I taagave thacz c ything,/Sad, thoughttul, ging ait thcir juici stutis,}uu w lugcitasr slask oa ih iak ol dacais,/Foi they, like nie, are part 
te didduw 
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following: "This way of increasing safety in the city made the crowds feel at 
home even at night, and removed the starry sky from the ambience of the big city more effectively than tall buildings had ever done....The moon and the 
stars are no longer worth mentioning" (BENJAMIN, 2003, p. 28). This light that even blocks the glow of the stars, that makes them unnoticeable at night, allows the flâneur to integrate with the crowd he is watching, albeit the crowd itself, in this poem, is partly hidden in the shadows - in fact, as the last line of 
the poem shows, both the crowds and the lyric self belong to the shadows. This 
fits in with Benjamin's description of the "dialectic of flânerie": "on one side, 
the man who feels himself viewed by all and sundry as a true suspect and, on 
the other side, the man who is utterly undiscoverable, the hidden man 
(BENJAMIN, 1999, p. 420). The shadows and the night in Baudelaire, in fact, 
have a connotation related to crime and prostitution, as in the first stanza of 
"Le Crépuscule du Soir," part of the "Tableaux parisiens": 

Voici le soir charmant, ami du criminel; 
Il vient comme un complice, à pas de loup; le ciel 
Se ferme lentement comme une grande alcôve, 

Et l'homme impatient se change en bête fauve. (BAUDELAIRE, 1996, p. 129) 

The night is thus an environment propitious for the man's change into a 

"ferocious beast". The night of modernity, with its artificial lighting that brings 
safety to all passers-by, allows both for the enlightened ideal of the panorama, 
of the complete visibility of everything and everybody ("Im na menia gliadet' 

ne strashno i ne stydno"), and also for the Romantic ideal of night as the 

opposite of day, as the moment when man manifests his innermost nature ("Et 

Thomme impatient se change en bête fauve"). It is simultaneously a space for 

Inumacy (the sky that resembles an alcove) and for darkness, and yet it is a 

space where all the "participants of the shadow" see each other and join in 

a kind of brotherhood, recognizing their common nature. 

In a poem from 1910, Briusóv would bring up again the motif of electrical 

ghts, this time reinforcing their moralistic aspect, their clarity and objectivity 

4s opposed presumably to candle lights or other more unstable fornms of 
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1umination at nighi In "Demon samebiierva" art of fw peem evele 

called "Neiz "iasnimy raslazhden ia Rriusow diese ribes the contant presence 

o ths "devil of sricide The seod stanza gres a* follow: 

CRET fuae TOMT 

Metonimiallv. thus, the ciectrical light here plav: a similar role as in the 

poem analyzed in the previua pages, at it illuminates the cafe where the exchange 

between the yriu self and the "devil of suicade" takes place. Yet here the element 

of shamc, whch had becn atmcnt from "1iubliu vechernii svet. t pervye ogni. 

is revealed by the devil in his "logical-dcmonical" talk. The light that had ailowed 

the iyrical self to reveal himscf and commune with his "brethren" in the 

cxperience of the city at night in the previous pocIm, here burtdens and condemns 

him and makes him sus.cptible to the devil' logacal argunents 

Whercas itn this pocn Bruusov attempts, and to a vertain extent s 
n ncorporating two Baudelairean thcms- that of the city and that of 

demonisn in a sngie pocmn, in "Kartiny", one of the cycles in Urb et (Orb 

published in 1904 tollowing the publac ation of Terte Vig1lut, the poct louuN 

on the urban theme from a tfaditaonal petjen tiv I he intlusnce of Verharcn 

Ca ie sctised hote dearly in these pwiihs ds weil "fh« cwmbinalion ol 

Verhacicns ntluche and the nouniig dlast ua tnai in KLiasisii . lety 
these ycals no doubt inspred ihe thieaieing iavkes iii hia ity puga 
(GROSSMAN, 195 242). Thus n ihe tirst kc oi the yls, "Liubliu 

odo iniisv WIilc 
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MOTYO B JIHIIOO 1/ayuinX MUMO, 

B HA TauH B1acTHO YRJICYCH 
To nonoH IPVCTh0 HeIHO1MMOi. 
To 6orOMOJICH. TO BJIOÓICH. (BRIUSOV, 1961. p. 211) 

One notices theretore the change in tone in the crowds that the lyric self 
faces in his walks. Whercas he regardcd these crowds as his brethren in poems 
from "V stenakh, here they become more like strangers, guardians of secrets 
that the lyric self is ablc to read in their faces, but with whom he does not 

communicate so intimately. Here also the lyric self assumes more and more 

the persona of the fláncur, as in the first stanza: 

JJooIO oJHO: OpoAHTb 6e3 iueiH 

Ilo unyMHbiM yJIMIam. 0,1MH; 

Jo6Io aci CBATix 6ezueiHi, 

ac pasAyMHM n kaprnn." (/hid., p. 211)

As Benjamin writes,"Basic to flånerie, among other things, is the idea that 

the fruits of idleness are more precious than the fruits of labor. The flaneur, as 

is well known, makes 'studies" (BENJAMIN, 1999, p. 453). Briusov's lyric selt 

embodies perfectly this characteristic of the flâneur: he cherishes his monents 

of idieness, and the fruits of his observation of the world- the pictures" or 

"scenes" that the cycle's title refers to are comparable to the "studies" made by 

Benjamin's fláneur. To Briusov, the flaneur, more than a charac ter of modernity, 

was virtually a new model lor his poetic persona. T his Decomes wre evident, 

gn his appreciation of Verhacren's poctry, whiuh was fundanmental to 

BTusov's poetic maturation: "Veshaeren contirmed Bryusov's leeling that the 

poet'ssoul offered a much nore powertul eus han his predeuessurs had 

look upon tlhe faces uf toe pasliy by,/l an aansiiudy attI Led to tg i>,/SuniiciuBe 

an full of desolate sadne,/Sonctinc devaut. sAtartu'> ka 
Tlove one thing: to wander aimlessdy/Alur tuugh uar w23y sEseis./l kne tias wuas oi holy 

Idlenesb,/Hours of retleetin aind surn 

i4 
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thought: anvthing in the world might be visible through it (GROSSMAN 
98S, p. 308). This notion can be directly aseribed to Baudelaire, eg. in 

Le Splec1 de Paris, in the text "les Foules "Ie poéte jouit de cet incomparable 

privilege. qu il peut à sa guise 1re lui-même et autrui. (omme ces àmes 

CTTantes qui cherchent un corps, il entre, quand il veut, dans le personnage de 

chacun. Pour lui seul, tout est vacant: et si de certaines places paraissent lui 

etre fermécs. c est quà ses yeux elies ne valent pas la peine dêtre visitées" 

BAUDELAIRE, 1998, p. 45). The mctaphor of the poet as a soul that can 

cnter any body at will is at the heart of Briusov's multiple poetic personae. 

and is ikewise prCsent in his identification with the crowds in various poems 

of his urban cydes. 
The slight change in tonc that can be perceived in "Kartiny", on the other 

hand. has been related to Briusov's acquaintance with Verhaeren. in one of 

Briusov's translations of Verhacren, the pocm "London" (whose transiation is 

dated November 29, 1903 August 18, 1905, a couple of years after the latest 

pocms in "Kartiny"), death is perceived in the crowd wandering through 

London, among the typical haracters of decadent poctry that acquired a 

character of social critique in Verhaeren: 

100CA t'yinK, KoCTis AChK Lhoit, 

HainC Kataka, n0aobnax Cyaubc, 
s1, Buc sauno CMepiL B T0ue, kaK oTL He ssaHbi 
To JlonaOH, o McTa, anavaumiaca s roe (BRIUSOV, 196 i, p. 6lt) 

The presence of death or of aily otler &hrealenng clement in the crowd is 

indeed something that had not becn suggested in V stenakh; Briusov's 

previous urban cycde, although it would resonate in "Demon samoubiistva 

quoted carlier atove. Murc nparlant ilan anat às & BKDE >peilis cnphaais On 

the elements of modernity un the ty pMacns u °Kartiny n this cycle, in 

5 

Aud tirr. aiutidsaty Aaiti s is skd is 4 nixiksd gusa./that la kar tui laic, 

LAmdn, u dicai, Idliig tiatsir yria 
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fact, one has the impression that the world outside the lyric self acquires more 
prominence. It is not only the suggestion of a mythical urban night or sunset 
that generates the creative process of the poem; its creation depends on a more physical reality, although still shrouded in the lyric self's personal perception of it. This may or nmay not be related to Verhaeren's poetry, but it is interestingg notice, cg, the tollowing stanza in "London": 

BOK3aiOB eAKHM AbIM, TAe CBETHTCA MepijaHbeM, 
CepeópaHBIM OrHeM, CKOp6b ra3oBblX po*KOB, 
Tae ylHma TOCKH peByT 1o paciucaHbAM 
loa 6ecnouuaiHbii 6on BecTMHHCTepCKHx vacoB.' (Ibid., pp. 610-1) 

And to compare it with the following three last stanzas from "Noch" 
(dated September 1902), one of the poems in "Kartiny": 

CTpeno BOH3aICb B ropona, 

CBHCTA B 1OJIAX, rpeMa Ha1 bezAHoM, 
JleraT HeMoJIYHO noe3ja 

Bnepea o nonoce KeneIHOñ. 

TIanaT HeCbITbIe pAIbI 
DaopHbIX OKOH B TeMHblñ xoJIOA, 
He THxHer pe3Kui crOH pyAbl, 
EMy B OTBET XOXOyeT MOJIOT 

, cuHHy apocrHO KJJOHA, 

CkpilBaror 6euiencrBo upoKIAT 
Cpen eiesa n orHA 

MaBHO HCHbTaHHLie parn," (Ibid., p. 216) 

The caustic snoke of the train stations, where glows iu a shiumer/With a silver tlanue, the 

Sorrow of gas jets,/Where the monsters of ennui roar on schedule/At the merciless chine ot the 

Westminster clock." 
Piercing the cities like an arrow./Whizuing through the tields, thundering over the abyss,/lrains 

incessantly fly/Ahead on the iron stuip.//The hungry iows/Ot factory windows stare in the dark 
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The tones of the two poems are distinctly different, and yet they both 

approach elements of modernity the trains at the station, the factories by 

the train line - in similar ways, that is, from a critical stance in relation to the 

mechanization of life. Briusov in fact would remain somewhat ambiguous, 

OSCillating between a praise of modernity and an occasional criticism of it. 

AIthough Grossman claims that it would entail "the building of barricades in 

the streets of Moscow in 1905 to evoke from Bryusov anything to compare 

with the revolutionary spirit of Verhaeren'" (1985, p. 242), here it is possible to 

notice already an emphasis on mechanical or inanimate elements (the iron 

ore, the hammer, the rows of factory windows, the dehunmanized hordes 
of workers) that acquire something of a life of their own, like the "monsters of 

melancholy" ("bêtes d'ennui" in the original) that roar at regular intervals at 

the London train station. 

The presence of these inanimate but enlivened elements in Briusov's 

poetry, noticeable already in a poem such as "Tvorchestvo," points to the 

presence of that fundamental characteristic of the modern lyric self, the spleen. 

As Benjamin writes in his 1939 exposé, Baudelaire 

recognizes in spleen the latest transfiguration of the ideal; the ideal seems to him 

the first expression of spleen... The linchpin of his entire theory of art is "modern

beauty, and for him the proof of modernity seems to be this: it is marked with 

the fatality of being one day antiquity, and it reveals this to whoever witnesses its 

birth. Here we meet the quintessence of the unforeseen, which for Baudelaire 

is an inalienable quality of the beautiful. The face of modernity itself blasts us 

with its immemorial gaze. (BENJAMIN, 1999, pp. 22-3) 

Looking back, after an entire century, to the poems of Briusov, isn't it 
possible to recognize this drive for "modern beauty" in the same use, as the 

subject matter for their poetry, of a modernity that was vanishing at every 

cold,/The sharp moan of the ore does not die down,/The hammer laughs in response to him.// 
And, vehemently bending their back,/The hordes, having long ago passed the test,/Hide the fury of curses/Among iron and fire" 
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minute, constantly evolving into an ever more modern age? In a way BriusOv believes that there is no theme that a writer cannot turn into matter for poetry: to him, Beauty may or may not be prescnt in reality, but it is always imposed on this reality through the poet's creative power at the moment of the poetic creation. Thus, in Briusov's jlaneur it is possible to perccive the attempt to 
integrate the present world into poetry, to find the dimension of the ideal in the spleen - in the "toska, in the melancholy of modern times. Some of Briusov's attempts to endow his subject matter with a sense of instantaneity were more successful than others, but they all can be said to have been fruitful. 
in the sense that they influenced a whole generation of Russian poets in the 
twentieth century that transformed the urban landscape into an ever more 
refined object of poetic investigation. 
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